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de-neralde-neral Conclusion 

C\e.v\e-ra\C\e.v\e-ra\ C^ov\c\i\s\ov\ 

Thee anthropological approach towards medicines has much to offer because it squarely puts these 
productss where they belong: in the human arena. Medicines are both a result of and a moulder of 
humann activities. Sensitivity towards the many roles and representations of Ayurvedic and Unani 
healthh and beauty products has been helpful in comprehending the dimensions of modern Indian 
medicine.. Pharmaceutical anthropology, with its emphasis on medicines as goods defined by various 
sociall  relations regulated by their own logics, has increased our understanding of modern Ayurveda 
andd Unani tibb. As commodities that are part of a market, there is an emphasis on the financial value 
off  Indian bioceuticals. The main question asked here is if a formula can generate profits. However, 
inn the context of the laboratory the formula's ability to produce evidence in terms of modern phar-
macologicall  models is the main question. On the plane of collective identities, Ayurvedic and Unani 
mediciness are vehicles of practices and notions. This provides ammunition for the construction of 
Indiann identities on the edge of globalisation and localisation, tradition and modernity. Ayurvedic 
andd Unani manufacturers are aware of the national appeal of their products. In their marketing they 
tapp into Indian notions about wholesomeness, nurturance and 'human nature' (for the many roles of 
Ayurvedicc and Unani health and beauty products see Table One).162 

Itt is common knowledge that medicines, both curative and preventive, are at the heart of medical 
practice;; it is therefore hardly surprising that an analysis that focuses on change and continuity in 
twoo Indian medical traditions benefits from a focus on drugs. Just like modern medicines, Ayurvedic 
andd Unani formulas provide codes that facilitate constructions of non-well-being on the individual, 
sociall  and national levels. Ayurvedic and Unani medicines possess both substance and symbolic effi-
cacy.. As with language and 'reality', both efficacies feed each other. On the analytical level the sepa-
rationn of both forms of instrumentality is convenient, but in reality biological, social and cultural 
effectss go together and reinforce each other. 

ModernModern Commodities and Vehicles for Ideology 

Indiann medicines are two-sided. They are commodities of which people expect that they do what they 
promisee to do: alleviate or prevent individual suffering at the somatic level. In this sense they are like 
washingg powders of which their makers claim that their product does a job better than their com-
petitorss on the market. Indian medicines are said to treat the root cause of disease without the iatro-
genicc effects of their biomedical counterparts. They are merchandise of which manufacturers, whole-
salerss and retailers expect financial gain. At the same time, Ayurvedic and Unani bioceuticals are 
symbolss of Indian identity and national regeneration. They provide the nation and the individual 
withh 'metaphysical fitness' (Alter 1999). Ayurvedic and Unani health and beauty products are com-
moditiess as well as tokens of identity. 
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"Rewor-Uinqq I n d i a 's J>Ap.cl\ca\ Tradit ions 

AsAs Commodities 

Ayurvedicc and Unani medicines have largely become advertised commodities that are purchased from 
retailers.. This is in contrast to representations of Indian medicines as substances prepared and dis-
tributedd by charismatic healers who embody traditional cultural forms such as authentic knowledge 
andd a personal approach to healing. In terms of packaging, dosage and indications, Indian formulas 
havee been brought in line with the demands and expectations of modern Indian consumers. 
Manufacturerss constantly (re-)invent new Ayurvedic and Unani products and turn them into mar-
ketablee brands. Consumers expect mundane benefits such as the following: symptomatic relief in 
casess of chronic ailments like rheumatism, skin and digestive troubles and common diseases such as 
cough,, cold and respiratory diseases; protection from the health hazards of seasonal change, old age, 
thee consumption of 'unwholesome' things such as alcohol, fast food and biomedical drugs, and pre-
maturee greying of hair, wrinkles and sagging breasts.1" Indeed, apart from being symbolic devices, 
Indiann medicines are instrumental in profit making and curing. In this respect they are not different 
fromm modern drugs and cosmetics (cf. Leslie 1999). Looking at Indian systems of medicine through 
thee lens of their commodities has revealed what many of us already knew but found hard to admit: 
thee widespread commodification of indigenous medical traditions (cf. Dixon et al. 1999). Even 
thoughh therapeutic substances, treatments and knowledge in the form of popular books all testify to 
thiss phenomenon, in terms of commercial potential medicines are the most lucrative. This sobers 
manyy of us up, especially those who have always thought that traditional forms of medicine are 
beyondd the 'whims of modernity' and the ever changing truths of science. 

Ayurvedicc and Unani health and beauty products are shaped by 'modern things' such as the ways of 
thee market place and procedures for the standardisation of research and production. The laboratory 
hass become an important site for the production of knowledge about Ayurvedic and Unani medicines. 
Inn line with manufacturers of modern medicines, most large and medium sized producers of Unani 
andd Ayurvedic goods make considerable investments in the marketing of their products. 1M The logic 
off  commerce cuts deep into the practices of Ayurvedic and Unani manufacturers. Most of their goods 
aree sold directly to consumers as over the counter products. Hence these commodities are not part of 
clinicall  practice and their use is not guided by scholarly knowledge of how to link medicines, ailments 
andd somatic sensibilities.16^ Ayurvedic and Unani health and beauty products are part of modernity 
andd are therefore shaped by market dynamics and the production of modern pharmacological evi-
dence.. This is true for manufacturers of biomedical products and Indian therapeutic substances 
alike."1""  Like biomedicine, Indian medicine is part of the 'capitalist world system' and therefore shares 
inn the marriage between medicine, science and business (cf. Baer 1997: 209-27; Leslie 1989). 

AsAs Vehicles of Ideology 

Indiann medicines refer to a glorious Indian past untouched by the whims of modernity such as haste, 
greedd and the ever changing truth of science. They are seen as the products of the genius of mythi-
call  and historical figures. Hence, they take their 'potency' and 'potential' of traditional Indian cul-
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